
Points raised at the May Fayre written on display boards

big lorries wobbling houses weight restrictions different routes ignoring restrictions children noise
train station more traffic from which way? around or through village more housing demand
AWE expansion =commuters means more travel through rural and village
encourage people to live and work in Burghfield reduces communting and creates a sense of community
new developments fit in with local appearance for residential and industrial make green to reduce harm to environment
Heathrow expansion means more circulating aeroplanes =concerning
no more or limited street lighting we don't like light pollution
fly tipping around the lakes Bennets Hill, Pingewood, Dean Copse Road blocking ditches and waterways = flooding
renewable energy appearance better fo rthe long run
main roads through village dangerous for people, wildlife noise air quality good for businesses
flood plains working with local waterways and lakes to minimise risks
lakes water courses keep them clear wildlife
flooding consider flood plains before building
developent of lakes concern for wildlife appearance tourism
need ariel drone photos of the green areas beautiful so keep them consider them before building
farming keep the appearance green keeping it as farmland means it cannot be developed on
wildlife corridors keep our diverse wildlife protected
what is brownfield re: Burghfield?
allotments no housing developments on existing allotment land
Cannot go to Reading tip increases fly tipping
badger setts keep green area
Keep trees for birds
woods heritage, hedgerows and trees preferred for any replacements worried about trees getting cut down tree protection orders
encourage every opportunity for community and mutual support
infrastrucure how affects this prevent overburdening of existing require infrastructure to be included
Integrated share ownership schemes wit developments allocated to and other housing types
new housing should be in keeping with existing housing styles
easy access to local amenities for less mobile to allow independent living
need to enhance not maintain highway network
places to park outside shops etc. security
promote business to fund local economy & prevent commuting
infrastructure who is responsible how far does it extend
eco high standards maintian areas of ecological importance for wildlife, leisure and health
Boris bikes
footpath links to neighbouring parishes
park & ride
bus links to train stations
railway links
cyclepaths road extension
safe walking footpaths
unrealistic numbers of housing
all greenfield sites to be maintained
developments not to link the different settlements
brown sites to be developed before green
more community police
school extensions to suit extra housings
promote small businesses to/in area to limit commute
want medical centre/doctors
promote car sharing
upgrade road network
improve bus routes and laybys to cover all parts of Burghfield at reasonable times
Housing more starter homes/flats and retirement downsizing
Community area hub good idea café youth facilities, snooker etc., library, meeting space
Leisure pub/restaurant facility in Burghfield Common
cycle and footpaths
Infrastructre ok but needs to expand in line with housing expansion
Agree we need balance of local and "chain" stores
Larger hypermarket concept like RAFS



Do not want more speed bumps rather have speed cameras
160-180 DPD 2000 houses 5000 residents
social and leisure facilities


